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Abstract In systematics, the importance of a species’ name
is obvious and very considerable — it may even affect the
names of other taxa (genera and families). Here, I argue that
in some specific circumstances the name of a species may
also indirectly play some role in the public understanding of
wawelski, was described in an online article in the journal
Acta Palaeontologica Polonica.1 It was a big animal of
about five to six meters in length that lived in the Late
Triassic, about 205 million years ago, in what is now south-
ern Poland. The phylogenetic position of the species is
controversial — it was first considered a theropod dinosaur,
possibly even an early tetanuran (member of a group that
includes well-known gigantic theropods such as Tyranno-
saurus and Allosaurus, as well as birds), but more recent
research suggests that it might be not a dinosaur but a
rauisuchian — a reptile more closely related to crocodiles
than to dinosaurs (Niedźwiedzki et al. 2012). However, it is
not only the animal’s relationships that provoked such consid-
erable debate.
The name Smok wawelski derives from the dragon of
Polish folklore — the Wawel dragon (Smok Wawelski in
Polish). According to the legend, the Wawel dragon lived in
a cave on Wawel Hill in Cracow when Krak was king. The
dragon was killed by two of Krak’s sons or, in a later version,
Skuba the shoemaker. The legend is very well known in
Poland, and everyone there knows the name SmokWawelski.
So the fossil archosaur, discovered in Lisowice (about 150 km
from Cracow), gained the tentative name of smok (“dragon”)
or “smok z Lisowic” (“dragon from Lisowice”) even before
the discovery was officially announced in August 2008
(Mikołuszko 2008).
The 2011 publication was overlooked by the popular
English-language literature, but it gained great popularity
in Poland; there was wide news coverage announcing that
the “first Polish dinosaur has been described.” Some news
stories facetiously announced (even in headlines) that “the
Wawel dragon really lived in Poland” (Informacyjna
Agencja Radiowa 2011) or “the Wawel dragon, symbol of
Cracow, really existed” (Chojnowska 2011). Jacek
Majchrowski, president of Cracow, commented, “thanks to
that discovery, the legend became truth” (Chojnowska
2011). Such claims were made because many of theMesozoic
extinct archosaurs (such as S. wawelski) are roughly similar to
our notions of Dragons. This similarity may have very real
implications: none would claim that, for example, the
trilobite Han solo is “proof” that Han Solo (a character
from Star Wars) really existed.
Incidentally, Maciej Giertych, a plant physiologist
and a politician, also known for his antievolutionist
activities (Graebsch 2006; Borczyk 2010), has said that
the Wawel dragon legend is one of the pieces of evi-
dence that dinosaurs (that is, non-avian dinosaurs) and
humans coexisted in the past, thereby disproving evolution
(Giertych 2006; Kazikiewicz 2007). Despite being deliberately
facetious, some phrases from such stories in the popular press
1 According to the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature, the
name “Smok wawelski” is not yet available because the article has not
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the theory of evolution and creationism — or at least, has
the potential to play such a role.
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In August 2011, a new species of archosaur reptile, Smok
may create a false impression that Giertych was right after all
about the Wawel dragon — and thus provide unexpected
support to the claims of creationists. This may happen espe-
cially when some sentences are deliberately removed from the
wider context — we know creationists have frequently done
that in the past (e.g., Matzke 2010). Moreover, it has been
noted that even a small number of creationists can cause a lot of
confusion (e.g., Forrest and Gross 2007). Kids, in particular,
are threatened by this kind of disinformation — lots of them
are interested in mythical creatures like dragons, so they may
readily uncover news that “dragons really lived” and believe
it, especially because this information is based on a real scien-
tific discovery made by respected scientists. This is why evo-
lutionists should also be active on the Internet and unmask
creationists’ lies as well as counter other incorrect or
exaggerated statements (e.g., Switek 2010) and propa-
gate proper understanding of evolution. This may be
especially important given the fact that fantastic (and
also often incorrect or manifestly false) claims tend to
attract the most attention (Sagan 1996). Particularly important
areas of such activity may be question-and-answer websites
such as Ask A Biologist, where most of the questions are
posed by kids (Hone et al. 2011).
The situation described above shows that— in some cases
(e.g., in a particular country or particular language) — an
atypical and rather unexpected indirect effect of naming
species may arise. The long-term effects of such species
names are so far unknown.
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